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Summary:  Yes, there is a true and prophesied climate change coming. Learn all about it 
here in our first video. But it’s NOT the same thing that the far-left protesters are telling 
us. Their goal is far more than just climate control – but also global changes in our world 
governments and more. But what does GOD himself say? It’s all here in this message.  
 
*** ********************************** 

 
Welcome everyone, to Light on the Rock. This is Philip Shields  
with this video message about the prophesied real changes coming 
to this planet before Christ returns. Yes, we’re excited to launch into the 
video formats but will keep some audio going as well for those of you who like 
making MP3’s .   
 
Anyway, what is prophesied in scripture  will include major climate changes 
but lots of other life-threatening events are coming that are not just purely 
climate related – nor which could be directly linked to things humans are 
doing – besides sinning!  Could something happen that could cause the earth 
possibly be tilted more or less on its axis? How could that be? Will meteorites 
and asteroids hit our planet? When will all this happen – because all this and 
more….IS coming.   
 
We hear a lot about climate change, global warming and “existential threats” 
to humankind. On Friday Sept 20, 2019 children and students all 
around the world marched to address what far left climate-change believers 
have told them: that this world and human life as we know it ends in 12 
years.  Many of the kids believe this!  It’s scaring them. Some have taken vows 
to never have children!  They said they were protesting lack of action from 
especially the western world leaders in the USA and Europe. Many of the 
adults among them were socialists and people espousing a lot more than just 
climate change.  
 

Fair Reporting? 
 

http://www.lightontherock.org/
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Media reporting certainly hasn’t been balanced.  Isn’t that interesting?  Only 
an estimated 60,000 showed up to protest in New York City on Sept 20 -- and 
it got lots of media attention. But when 300,000 youths marched earlier in 
the year in the RIGHT to LIFE March in support of unborn babies’ right to not 
be killed and ripped apart***, you heard almost nothing about it.  
 
There are many scientists, writers, climatologists and politicians on both sides 
of the climate-change argument.  The far left side accuses anyone who 
challenges any of the so-called science behind climate change of having their 
head in the sand.  The side that says it’s mostly a cover for other political goals 
and seismic changes in our political systems gets little press except maybe 
from Fox News.   
 
One scientist wrote a book called “The Inconvenient Facts!” and he said that 
since the Industrial Revolution, the earth has warmed by only 1 degree 
Celsius! That’s it! The Industrial revolution was between 1760 and 1840.   And 
he says there are cycles*  of decades of warmer temperature and decades of 
colder temperatures. And surely you know the first UN Report on climate 
change, that got a lot of press, was shown to be totally bogus.   
 
But yes, our nations should do more to keep the earth pristine. And yes, there 
are some real earth-shaking global impacts and climate changes that are 
coming. I’m covering today what the Bible actually says about global changes. 
 
But it’s also true that the world’s WORST polluters usually get a pass.  The 
emissions in the USA are going down. But China is a mess – smog everywhere 
in their big cities. You can hardly see the buildings in Beijing.  Most of the 
Oceans’ pollution comes from 10 rivers – 4 out of China, 4 out of other Asian 
countries and 2 from Africa. Just 10% of the world’s rivers are responsible for 
90% of the plastics going into the oceans. None of the worst and top 10 dirtiest 
rivers are in USA or Europe. But you’d never know that from the marchers.  
 
The Yangtze River in China is the worst offender by far according to 
research published in a journal on Environmental Science & Technology.  

“It carries up to 1.5 million tonnes of plastic into the sea every 
year. In contrast, the Thames puts 18 tonnes of plastic into the 
ocean.”  (Written for British audience) 

 
I’m saying the marchers and protesters say almost nothing about China and 
India. The world’s 50 dirtiest cities are in 4 countries – India, China, Pakistan 
and Bangladesh, although I’m so embarrassed for my country by how dirty I 
find New York City to be, and now Los Angeles and San Francisco too.  
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DOES GOD SAY THERE WILL BE MAJOR EARTH CHANGES? 
 
What does the BIBLE have to say about earth-shaking events and 
true existential threats? Does it tell us that many people are going 
to die in the years ahead – and why? Yes it does.  
 
Will these be man-caused?  You’ll see that in one way – yes, it will 
be caused by man, by man’s SINFULNESS and a just God who will 
start doing things to get our attention, to punish the wicked and to 
bring as many as possible to repentance and true change.  
So in a way, yes – the coming global changes are caused by sinful mankind. 
But is it going to be caused because cows are emitting too much ozone, or 
caused by you driving a car or live in a way that is fueled by fossil fuels (oil, 
gas, coal)?   
 
Yes, there was an ICE AGE when a third of the world’s surface was under a 
mile of ice. And then the earth warmed, yep – global warming and thank God 
for it –when most of that ice melted, forming our deep ravines and valleys and 
raised the oceans a lot.   And it’s easily shown that in the last few thousand 
years, there have been warm centuries followed by quite cool multiple 
centuries. Even now, many say we are in the warmest five years on record.  
But warm temperatures cause more evaporation and more rain – not less!  
 
But it does seem like we’re getting more and more disastrous tornadoes, 
massive flooding, wildfires, hurricanes (also known as typhoons and cyclones) 
in ever shorter time periods than we’ve seen before, in our lifetimes. The “one 
in 500 year storm” seem to be coming every two or three years now.  Or am I 
just imagining that?  Wasn’t it just last year that Houston was flooded – and 
now that whole part of TX is being flooded again?  
 
Believe it or not, in the coming years before Christ’s return, scripture has A 
LOT to say about worldwide climate disasters and other global changes. 
 
But what about climate changes coming ahead?  And WHO really 
controls climate changes – God, Satan, mankind, or it’s just chance?  We’ll 
cover that today and I’m going to give you a LOT OF scriptures that tell us, 
from prophecy, of what IS going to happen:  
 
Adam and Eve together were given dominion over the earth 
(Genesis 1:26-28). They were to be good stewards. I have a sermon 
“Good Stewards over God’s Creation” -- from Oct 2010 on that 
stewardship and all the scriptures God gives us to guide us in protecting the 
land, the animals, and the resources:  
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https://www.lightontherock.org/message/good-stewards-over-god-s-
creation.html?highlight=WyJzdGV3YXJkcyJd   
  
Eventually all of mankind except for Noah – were so bad that God says 
every thought and intent of their hearts – was evil continually (Genesis 6:5).  
So God started over with Noah and his 3 sons and their wives, 8 people. There 
was a worldwide flood that destroyed all life that wasn’t in the ark (Genesis 
7:4).   Genesis 7:11 says the “fountains of the great deep” and the “Floodgates 
of the sky were opened”.  Something extraordinary was going on.  
 
I’m looking forward to seeing a life-sized replica of Noah’s ark, at 
the ARK Encounter in Williamstown, KY about 40 minutes south of 
Cincinnati. Looking forward to it.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJhj9AzhtLo    

 

Surely The Flood was a HUGE CLIMATE change event – brought on by GOD.   
Then God promised – sealed with the rainbow in the sky – that He would 
never again destroy all human life by a worldwide flood. Genesis 8:21-22 
 
I personally believe some huge, huge events could have happened in the Flood 
beyond just raining for 40 days and nights – plate tectonics shifting continents 
rapidly, rather than just an inch or two very year as it happening now. Maybe 
the protective ozone layer was different. We’re told the “fountains of the deep 
were broken” and the “windows of heaven were opened” (Gen. 7:11) – 
whatever all that was referring to. Some major things happened. That, we 
know.  
 
How about Joshua’s long day? Something was happening then with the sun 
and earth and how did all that affect things?   
 
When God decides that it’s time to intervene once again, it will be because if 
he doesn’t, NO HUMAN LIFE would be left on the planet – and the Son of 
God says so in Matthew 24:22 – “unless those days had been cut short, no 
life would have been saved; but for the sake of the elect those days will be cut 
short.” (NAS)  Holman – “…no one would survive” (if those days not limited) 
 
GOD WILL BRING ABOUT CATASTROPHIC CLIMATE CHANGES 
AND WORLD-IMPACTING CHANGES before Christ returns. But 
they won’t be because there’s too much gas from too many cows, 
or too many planes in the air, or too much C02!  It will be GOD 
getting mankind’s attention.   
 

https://www.lightontherock.org/message/good-stewards-over-god-s-creation.html?highlight=WyJzdGV3YXJkcyJd
https://www.lightontherock.org/message/good-stewards-over-god-s-creation.html?highlight=WyJzdGV3YXJkcyJd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJhj9AzhtLo
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But just a few years before Christ returns – Satan will attempt once 
more to dethrone God, as I’ve described in other sermons recently (Rev 
12:7-10) and Satan is furious, as he will lose, and so he goes after God’s 
children – the Great Tribulation, a time of Satan's wrath against true believers.  
Rev. 12:12 says Satan is angry, and has come to the earth with great wrath, 
knowing his remaining time is short.  Rev. 12:13 – he especially goes after the 
true people of God. God restrains him – but Satan then goes after a remnant 
“who keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of Jesus” 
Revelation 12:17.  
 
THAT period of time of Satan's wrath is also called the 5th Seal or 
the Great Tribulation.  There is a period of Satan's wrath against true 
believers, that’s followed by God’s wrath against unrepentant sinners around 
the world, especially those who are destroying the earth (Revelation 11:18) 
and who martyred his children – the true believers.  
 
But even before the great time of persecution against God’s elect happens, the 
first 4 seals before that speak of great events that impact the world. They’re 
also outlined by Yeshua (Jesus)  
 

Matthew 24:3-9 (summarize) 
3 Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him 
privately, saying, "Tell us, when will these things be? And what will be the 
sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?"  
4 And Jesus answered and said to them: "Take heed that no one deceives 
you.  5 For many will come in My name, saying, 'I am the Christ,' and will 
deceive many.  6 And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See 
that you are not troubled; for all these things must come to pass, but the 
end is not yet.  7 For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against 
kingdom. And there will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes 
in various places.  8 All these are the beginning of sorrows.  
9 "Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be 
hated by all nations for My name's sake. 
 

So droughts, famines and disease epidemics will be going on.  Some 
disease epidemics we will bring on ourselves – like the homeless tragedy going 
on in California cities, with rats everywhere, feces and needles in the streets.  
All that is going straight to the ocean without any sewage treatment.  We’re on 
the verge of a major epidemic like bubonic plague and more, soon, if this isn’t 
all cleaned up.  
 
 

SCRIPTURES ABOUT IMPACTS ON THE EARTH 
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The Bible seems to depict what seem to be the earth being HIT by large 
meteorites or even small asteroids. A large asteroid hitting the earth could end 
all life. We see meteor showers where the object burns up in the atmosphere, 
but wherever a meteorite hits the earth, it can cause huge craters – like the 
one in Arizona we’re told hit about 50,000 years ago. Its 1 mile wide, 500 feet 
deep. Some say it was an asteroid that hit there. The biggest crater is in South 
Africa – and was originally 300 km (190 miles) across!  Vredefort crater.  
 
Prior to Christ’s return are 7 seals. The first 4 are the false prophets, the wars, 
famines and disease. The 5th seal is the Great Tribulation of Satan's wrath on 
God’s children. Then 6th seal onwards is God’s wrath on the sinful world. The 
7th Seal is composed of 7 trumpet plagues, followed by 7 more final “Bowl” 
plagues.  The first 6 Trumpet plagues are terrible plagues.  Let’s look at some 
of these.   
 
You need to know about the TRUE prophesied global changes coming. 
 

Revelation 6:12-17 
I looked when He opened the sixth seal, and behold, there was a 
great earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and 
the moon became like blood. 13 And the stars of heaven fell to the 
earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs when it is shaken by a mighty wind.  
 
14 Then the sky receded as a scroll when it is rolled up, and every 
mountain and island was moved out of its place.  
 
15 And the kings of the earth, the great men, the rich men, the 
commanders, the mighty men, every slave and every free man, hid 
themselves in the caves and in the rocks of the mountains, 16 and said to 
the mountains and rocks, "Fall on us and hide us from the face of Him 
who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! 17 For the great 
day of His wrath has come, and who is able to stand?"  

 
This is about the impact of being hit by meteors and by huge earthquakes that 
can move mountains and cause TSUNAMIS that make islands disappear.  
Perhaps the darkening of the sun and moon is largely due to the smoke and 
pollutants in the air caused by massive fires, wars, and volcanoes – etc.  That’s 
all from God trying to get our attention!    
 
Yeshua (Jesus) warns us in Luke 21 and Matthew 24 as well.  
 

Luke 21:25-28 
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“And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; and on 
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves 
roaring [TSUNAMIS?] 26 men's hearts failing them from fear 
and the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the 
powers of the heavens will be shaken.  27 Then they will see the Son of 
Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.  28 Now when these 
things begin to happen, look up and lift up your heads, because your 
redemption draws near."  
 

Is it possible that something massive like this happened at Noah’s Flood and 
tilted the earth on its axis? Well, unless it’s purely poetic license, we’re told the 
time is coming when God will once more shake the earth and it will reel to and 
fro like a drunkard. What does that mean? Doesn’t sound like fun, folks! You 
need to be on God’s side before all these things start to happen.  
 

Revelation 8:6-13 
“So the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared 
themselves to sound.  
 

First Trumpet: Vegetation Struck 
7 The first angel sounded: And hail and fire followed, mingled with 
blood, and they were thrown to the earth. And a third of the trees were 
burned up, and all green grass was burned up.  
 

Second Trumpet: The Seas Struck 
8 Then the second angel sounded: And something like a great 
mountain burning with fire was thrown into the sea, and a third 
of the sea became blood. 9 And a third of the living creatures in the 
sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.  
 

Third Trumpet: The Waters Struck 
10 Then the third angel sounded: And a great star fell from heaven, 
burning like a torch, and it fell on a third of the rivers and on the springs 
of water. 11 The name of the star is Wormwood. A third of the [fresh] 
waters became wormwood, and many men died from the water, 
because it was made bitter.  
 

Fourth Trumpet: The Heavens Struck 
12 Then the fourth angel sounded: And a third of the sun was struck, a 
third of the moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third of them were 
darkened. A third of the day did not shine, and likewise the night.  
13 And I looked, and I heard an angel flying through the midst of heaven, 
saying with a loud voice, "Woe, woe, woe to the inhabitants of the earth, 
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because of the remaining blasts of the trumpet of the three angels who are 
about to sound!"  

 
Is God, or am I, getting your attention yet?  God promises to shake everything! 
As bad as all these sound, it actually also shows God’s great self-restraint and 
not blasting ALL human life off the planet for our many sins.  
 

GOD PROMISES TO SHAKE the heavens and earth! 
 

Hebrews 12:25-27 
“See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did not escape 
who refused Him who spoke on earth, much more shall we not escape if 
we turn away from Him who speaks from heaven, 26 whose voice then 
shook the earth; but now He has promised, saying, "Yet once 
more I shake not only the earth, but also heaven."  27 Now this, 
"Yet once more," indicates the removal of those things that are being 
shaken, as of things that are made, that the things which cannot be 
shaken may remain.  

 
Get ready, be ready, for a whole lot of shaking going on!  Lots and lots of 
earthquakes are on God’s schedule. The BEST way to be ready is to love 
God with all your heart and being after you repent of going in a way 
different than his way. I’ve had to do that, we all have to do that, for 
we all have fallen short of God’s glory. We have to let God’s spirit mold us and 
change us, folks, so we are pleasing to him.  See a sermon coming up “Pray you 
be counted worthy to escape all the things prophesied to happen.”   
 

Isaiah 24:18-20 
And it shall be that he who flees from the noise of the fear 
Shall fall into the pit, and he who comes up from the midst of the pit 
Shall be caught in the snare; for the windows from on high are open, 
And the foundations of the earth are shaken.  
19 The earth is violently broken; the earth is split open, 
The earth is shaken exceedingly.  
20 The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, 
And shall totter like a hut; its transgression shall be heavy upon it, 
And it will fall, and not rise again.  

 
Isaiah 13:11-13 
"I will punish the world for its evil,  
And the wicked for their iniquity; 
I will halt the arrogance of the proud,  
And will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible.  
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12 I will make a mortal more rare than fine gold, 
A man more than the golden wedge of Ophir.  
13 Therefore I will shake the heavens, 
And the earth will move out of her place,  
In the wrath of the YHVH of hosts 
And in the day of His fierce anger.  

 
Earth MOVED out of her place; What could that mean?  Sounds very scary.  
Some people will be moved to repent and come to glorify Yeshua but other 
scriptures show many continue to curse God.  
 

Haggai 2:6-7 
"For thus says the YHVH of hosts: 'Once more (it is a little while) I 
will shake heaven and earth, the sea and dry land; 7 and I will 
shake all nations, and they shall come to the Desire of All Nations, and 
I will fill this temple with glory,' says the YHVH of hosts.  

 
Isaiah 2:17-19 
“The loftiness of man shall be bowed down, 
And the haughtiness of men shall be brought low; 
YHVH alone will be exalted in that day,  
18 But the idols He shall utterly abolish.  
19 They shall go into the holes of the rocks, And into the caves of the 
earth, from the terror of YHVH and the glory of His majesty, 
When He arises to shake the earth mightily.”  

 
6TH TRUMPET INCLUDES earthquake 

 
Jerusalem gets hit and a tenth of the buildings are flattened and 7000 will die  

Revelation 11:13 
“In the same hour there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the 
city fell. In the earthquake seven thousand people were killed, and the 
rest were afraid and gave glory to the God of heaven.” 

 
GREAT HEAT  

Revelation 16:8-9 
Then the fourth angel poured out his bowl on the sun, and power was 
given to him to scorch men with fire. 9 And men were scorched 
with great heat, and they blasphemed the name of God who has 
power over these plagues; and they did not repent and give Him glory.  

 
GREATEST QUAKE EVER!  

Revelation 16:17-21 –7th last plague 
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17 Then the seventh angel poured out his bowl into the air, and a loud 
voice came out of the temple of heaven, from the throne, saying, "It is 
done!"  
18 And there were noises and thunderings and lightnings; and there was a 
great earthquake, such a mighty and great EARTHQUAKE as 
had not occurred since men were on the earth.’’ 

 
This sounds like a quake greater than 9 or 10 or even greater on Richter.  The 
Alaska and San Francisco quakes that were so devastating were 7.1 on Richter.  
A quake in the 10 or 11 category would be beyond description in its impact and 
terror. We just read that there’s a coming world-wide quake greater than 
anything the earth has ever experienced.   
 
MOUNTAINS AND ISLANDS DISAPPEARING  

19 Now the great city was divided into three parts, and the cities 
of the nations fell. And great Babylon was remembered before 
God, to give her the cup of the wine of the fierceness of His wrath.  
20 Then every island fled away, and the mountains were not 
found. 21 And great hail from heaven fell upon men, each 
hailstone about the weight of a talent (100 lbs). Men blasphemed 
God because of the plague of the hail, since that plague was exceedingly 
great.  

 
Mountains disappearing? The Andes, Rockies, Mt Everest all 
disappearing?  What a great earthquake or other causes that must be! 
 
So we see great heat, great fire, meteorites and small asteroids hitting the 
earth, the earth shaken a bit out of its axis or orbit –I think is a possible read 
there, what more do you need?  
 
Plus drought, famines – Revelation 6:6 speaks of paying a day’s wages for a 
quart of wheat. V 7-8  says another plague is to kill one fourth of mankind by 
sword (war), famine, disease and plague and by wild animals.   
 
So yes there is a coming great, great climate change, global heat waves, 
drought, famines, but also earthquakes, meteorites, small asteroid hits – and 
not because you use straws or not – but because God Almighty is sending His 
Son back and wants everyone to know, something BIG, BIG, BIG is happening 
and everyone needs to repent!  
 
So is there a coming global craziness of our weather, stability, safety, 
temperatures and more – absolutely.  Brought on entirely by man?  Absolutely 
not – except from the point of view of man’s sins are causing God to spank 
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humanity, get our attention, and replace the world leadership from the 
coming Beast and False prophet – to rulership by the Son of God, 
Yeshua/Jesus of Nazareth and his Bride, select people who are being called 
out of the world’s systems even now.  
 
I can’t wait. Father in heaven, send your Son soon, please.  Come Yeshua, 
come.  And please count many of your children worthy to escape the things 
you tell us are coming (Luke 21:36) 
 
Luke 21:34-36 
 "But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with 
carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you 
unexpectedly.  35 For it will come as a snare on all those who dwell on the face 
of the whole earth.  36 Watch therefore, and pray always that you 
may be counted worthy to escape all these things that will come to 
pass, and to stand before the Son of Man."      
 
That’s a coming sermon.         Closing prayer 


